Musandam Group
A success story!
This expression best sums up Musandam Group, an integrated
business conglomerate known for world-class products and
solutions it offers for the power sector.
Starting off as a trading outlet in 1982 in Abu Dhabi, UAE,
Musandam was taken under the wings of the current management
in 1992 and has evolved into a robust and reliable trading
establishment that provides a wide range of electrical engineering
products used in mega power projects and industries.
S.M.Rao
Chairman

Managing Director G. Radhakrishnan
receiving “Sheikh Khalifa
Industry Award”

Chairman’s Message
Musandam..... years ago was a small outfit selling electrical
goods that had run out of steam and was going nowhere. Then a
group of creative Engineers headed by our present Managing
Director took up this unit. To-day it is at the forefront in its field.
Further it has spawned half a dozen equally energetic and
forward looking units which design, manufacture and assemble
a variety of state of the art specialised products in the
electrical distribution field.
In the coming couple of years Musandam will dwarf its current
achievements as it has poised itself on a forward course that
would take every advantage of the explosive economic growth
which is expected to sweep this part of the world. I wish them
God speed in this endeavour.

Vision
To emerge a global leader in comprehensive, creative and
custom-made solutions and also create a reliable array of
equipment for the power sector.

Mission
To equip and energize industrial growth by manufacturing,
distributing and servicing a wide range of world-class electrical
equipment through a combination of the best brains,
technologies and infrastructure.

The hands-on experience in trading gained over the years has
sharpened the Group's ability to understand the market dynamics
and come up with some innovative products.
This proactive approach to market trends and strategic planning
have seen Musandam diversifying into manufacturing critical
components that satisfy the complex needs of the power industry.
The group has the capabilities of designing, manufacturing,
installing, testing and commissioning various electrical equipments
for industrial and building sector.
Respect for relationship is an attribute that the Group is wellknown for. Musandam's standard customer care practices have
expanded its customer base. The ethical, transparent and flexible
approach have strengthened its ties with its principals.
The well trained and motivated workforce has enabled the group to
achieve various diversification in manufacturing and trading
activities in electrical industries. This has ensured Musandam
Group to achieve turnover of $135 million for the year 2007. Total
workforce about 250 employees cover the Geographical area of
Middle East, Northern Africa and North America.

Group’s Quality Policy
Quality is strongly embedded in Musandam's business philosophy. It
is known for the most stringent quality assurance tests that
conform to international standards like IEC, BS and ISO.
As an organization that believes in continuous improvement,
Musandam sets out to update their knowledge levels through
periodic training programmes which appraise them on the latest
developments in the industry and efficient work practices. These
events also come in handy to make them realize the importance of
quality in a competitive environment and their role in achieving it.
Further, to ensure error-free products and on-time deliveries, the
organization has evolved proven methodologies which have earned
it, the ISO 9001:2000 certification and the prestigious GCC
certification, awarded by the Gulf Cooperation Council.

Group's Human Resources
Musandam Group has succeeded in every business it has entered into. This is singularly due to its motivated workforce.
Fully conscious of the role of employees in its progress, Musandam earmarks a substantial outlay for staff welfare initiatives. Health and safety of
the employees being the top priorities of the Group, it scrupulously follows all directives stipulated by statutory agencies in these domains.
Further it has evolved a work culture with an inbuilt mechanism to mould and motivate personnel through frequent training programmes and
incentives.
Each employee is taught the importance of teamwork and his responsibility in helping the organization fulfill its objectives.
In short, the Group has done everything not only to attract outstanding talents, but also to retain them for life. The low work force turnover of
the group further emphasizes the unity of work force.

Group Companies

Utilities Served:

• Musandam Electrical Equipment Co., Abu Dhabi, UAE

PIECO Holdings, U.S.A
Rochester Gas & Electric, U.S.A
North - East Utilities, U.S.A
Abu Dhabi Water & Electricity Authority, U.A.E
DEWA - Dubai Electricity & Water Authority, U.A.E
FEWA - Federal Electricity & Water Authority, U.A.E
Ministry of Housing, Electricity & Water, Sultanate of OMAN
N.V. Energie Bedrijven, SURINAME
National Electricity Corporation, SUDAN
Qatar General Electricity & Water Corporation, QATAR
Saudi Electricity Co, K.S.A
Sharjah Electricity & Water Authority, U.A.E

• Power Economy Middle East WLL, Abu Dhabi, UAE
• Electrical Supplies Establishment, Abu Dhabi, UAE
• Al Murad International Co. LLC, Muscat, Oman
• Majan Switchgear Co. LLC, Sohar, Oman
• United Electric Systems, Pensylvania, USA
• Ohm Energy Management System Pvt. Ltd., Chennai, INDIA

Product Portfolio

Oil & Gas:

• MV & LV Switchgear

Abu Dhabi company for onshore oil operation

• MV & LV capacitor banks

Petroleum development, Oman

• Power cables-LV&MV/wires, wiring accessories

Egyptian petrochemical co., Egypt
Occidental, Oman

• Transformers

FPCC Refinery project, Taiwan

• Ring main units

Industries Served:

• Feeder pillars
• Special instrumentation cables

Cement production
District cooling

• Harmonic study

Aluminium production

• Harmonic filtration

Steel melt shops

• Air core and Iron core Reactors
• Energy saving power factor correction schemes

Steel rolling mills
Sugar production

• Substation design studies

Water pumping stations
Irrigation sector

• Testing & commissioning services

Commercial Segments Served:

• Enclosures

Hotels complexes
Office complexes
Residential complexes
Shopping malls
Private palaces

• Substation-control automation products
• Protection Scheme Engineering
• Cable Management System

Musandam Electrical Equipment Co. - MEECO
Established in 1982 as Musandam Trading Est., under the wings of current management in 1992, had been promoted to a LLC company. This
flagship outfit has been trading in electrical equipment used in construction and heavy industries.
MEECO is acclaimed for its spectacular growth and the distribution rights it has won from the world's renowned electrical equipment
manufacturers. MEECO is the franchised panel builder of Schneider Electric for Merlin Gerin and Telemechanique brands. The company also
represents a few other brands like Honeywell (M.K - Wiring accessories), Gulf Cables, Kuwait and CLIPSAL (PVC conduits and CMS)
With these alliances in place, MEECO has the capabilities to fulfill any requirement, right from building wires, wiring accessories to final
distribution boards and form IV panels including MCC panels, capacitor panels and various other control panels. There by meeco, offers a complete
electrical package for the construction industry.

Products
• PVC conduits, accessories & PVC trunking CLIPSAL

• MCB Distribution Boards- Schneider Electric

• Single core wire / earthing conductors- Gulf Cables, Kuwait

• Street Lighting control panels Local assembly as per ADWEA requirements

• Armoured cables- Gulf Cables, Kuwait

• Industrial Plugs & Sockets-Honeywell

• Wiring accessories & Dimmers - Honeywell

• Low Voltage capacitors. Roederstein, Germany

• GI Cable trays & trunking-UK CLIPS

• Earthing materials- Cable Glands & lugs AXIS – India

• Power Distribution Boards-Schneider Electric

•Floor Distribution system-CLIPSAL

Infrastructure
MEECO has an infrastructure that matches the size of its operations and its stature as the distributor for major brands of electrical accessories
and equipment. It has a covered warehouse spread across 20,000 sq.ft in the heart of Abu Dhabi in Mina Zayed Free Port Area, where over 10,000
products are stocked and handled with utmost efficiency, thanks to computerized inventory practices.
The operations at MEECO have been made efficient by a workforce comprising 40 competent and committed employees.
Other features of the warehouse include
• A mezzanine floor exclusively for Schneider Electric Products
• A huge area as cable yard for storing all sizes of power cables meant for UAE market
• A state-of-the art cable cutting machine with cutting capabilities up to 630 sq.mm
• A wholly owned trailer along with several delivery vehicles for delivering materials
• Heavy duty fork lifts and various other store equipments are handled with utmost safety measures
- Networked office operations that facilitates effective coordination of deliveries

Power Economy Middle East Co. WLL
Power Economy is an organization known for the wide range of power equipments that not only distribute and save energy, but also enhance
overall quality of power. Power Economy has established a modern manufacturing facility spread over 16,000 sq m in the industrial city of Abu
Dhabi. In this highly competitive and specialized area, Power Economy enjoys a unique place as the first choice of power plants, electricity utilities
and industries that look for reliable devices like capacitors, harmonic filtration equipment etc. Power Economy an ISO certified company is backed
by a 75-member team.
Another hallmark of Power Economy, is the special drawing tool, ELECDES,which it uses.

Products

Services

Each product from Power Economy meets global quality standards
and reflects the organization's commitment in delivering the best to
its clients. The innovative product range, tested and certified by
independent Agencies like ASTA, RwTuV, KEMA, IPH & CPRI, has the
capacity to handle power between 380V and 33Kv and comprises
the following items:

The services provided by Power Economy are project specific and
comprehensive enough to cover all aspects namely design,
manufacture, installation testing and commissioning. The
organization's rich project experience enables it to guide its clients
in such critical areas as

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Automatic power factor correction equipment
Detuned capacitor banks
LV & MV switchgear
Control & Protection panels
Air cored and Iron cored reactors
MV Motor starters
Thyristor switched PFC equipment
Harmonic filters
Substation-Automation System

•
•
•
•
•
•

Site measurement & analysis
Harmonic studies using modeling software
Energy saving schemes
Harmonic filtration schemes
O & M of capacitor and filtration equipment
System Studies & Site services

Testing & QC
Testing & QC department is full fledged with latest testing equipments for carrying out type
tests rated upto 33kV and routine tests are witnessed by international certifying bodies at
our factory and also, at the job site locations. The type tests that can be carried out in house
are

World class Testing Facilities

1) Ingress Protection (IP) test
2) Lighting Impulse test
3) Power Frequency test
4) Temperature Rise test
Testing & QC carry out third party testing for various clients at our following laboratories
1) Impulse Laboratory - Lighting impulse test up to 300kVp both positive and negative
pulses with voltage and current plots.
2) Ingress Protection Laboratory - IP test for huge enclosures for IPX5.
Testing & QC is been backed up by a team of dedicated professionals and advance test
equipments with a capability for commissioning of MV and HV power networks.

“SHEIKH KHALIFA AWARD”

Electrical Supplies Establishment
An ISO 9001:2000 company, Electrical Supplies Establishment was founded with the objective of meeting the specific needs of the LV Power
Distribution. It is a major supplier of switchgear equipment that meets the exact specifications of quality conscious institutions the world over.
Electrical Supplies is ably supported by 20 experienced and well-trained personnel.

Products
•
•
•
•
•
•

MDB up to 6300A
SMDB
DB
MCC Panel
Street Lighting Control Cabinet
LV detuned capacitor panel

Infrastructure
Electrical Supplies has a large assembly in Mussaffah industrial belt in Abu Dhabi known for its hi-tech environment. Computerized operations
with the latest software facilitate vital functions like preparation of engineering drawings, assembly equipment and testing instruments.

Strategic alliances
Tie-ups with the world's major companies are a hallmark of Electrical Supplies Establishment. The organization has a fine array of
collaborators across the world who share its commitment to quality and service.
M/s.VISHAY, Germany the world leaders in manufacture of LV & MV capacitors provide the technical know-how for Electrical Supplies
Establishment's Capacitor Panels-both detuned & standard.
Schneider Electric shares its expertise and appointed Electrical Supplies as its franchisee partner for assembling Form II, Form III &
Form IV panels.

Al Murad International Co. LLC
AL MURAD INTERNATIONAL COMPANY L.L.C is essentially an organization that trades in electrical goods. Based in the Sultanate of Oman, it
was incorporated in the year 1999, Al Murad International has been into distribution of products for power transmission & distribution in Oman
and other neighbouring countries. The organization has the expertise and infrastructure to offer integrated electrical solutions.
Al Murad has massive ware house measuring approximately 6,500 sq.m in the industrial area of Ghala, Muscat. The store stocks at any point in
time a good inventory of electrical items for the construction and power distribution industry. A 20 member workforce, with its dedication and
diligence, has contributed substantially to the organization's image and progress.
Al Murad, makes available to the client the rich knowledge of its testing & commissioning engineers on DC drives, AC frequency drives and PLC
equipment .
The sophisticated equipment designed, tested and commissioned at the Sharq Sohar Steel Rolling mills in the port city of Sohar, Oman by the Al
Murad team stand testimony to the organization's technical capabilities.

LV Switchgears
Al Murad is a reputed supplier of wide range of switch boards manufactured by Majan Switchgear Co.LLC, Ghala, Muscat. The range includes LV
power panels up to 6400A, Motor control centers involving DOL / star delta starters & also soft starters & VFDs, Final distribution boards,
Design & assembly of capacitor control panels, Street lighting control cabinets, Control panels for HVAC, Generator synchronization controls,
PLC controls, Power factor correction equipment and Harmonic filters.

Major brands & products represented by Al Murad
• Armoured Cables - Oman Cables & Industries.
• Aluminium & Copper conductors - Oman Cables & Industries,
Riyadh Cables & Metals.
• UPVC Conduits & accessories - Muna Noor Inc.,
(Omanplast).

• Transformers from 100kVA up to 1500kVA Al jizzi Transformers, Oman
• LV Capacitor Banks - Power Economy Middle East, UAE.
• Overhead line hardware up to 132kV - Solor s.r.l., Italy.

• MV Cables - Oman Cables, Riyadh Cables & Metals

• MV & HV Switchgear.

• HV Cables - Südakabel GmbH

• LV, MV MCC, Starters, PLC Controls - Igranic Control Systems

• Hardware Insulators - Jayashree Insulators, India.

Ltd., UK.

• Hardware accessories - Supreme Industries, India.

• Optical Fibre Ground Wire - ECN Cable Group, Spain.

• Wooden Poles for overhead tr. Lines - Solor Treimpregnering

• Power Transformers up to 33kV from Transformers & Rectifiers,

A/S, Norway

India.

Majan Switchgear Co. LLC
Metal Fabrication has been the forte of Majan, headquartered in Sohar at Oman. Backed by a 45-member team and a fine array of sophisticated
machines, Majan has built a reputation for sheet metal work for a variety of industries. The broad spectrum of products comes with the stamp of
Majan's workmanship and uncompromising quality standards, which have earned the organization an ISO certification. Majan’s products have
also been Type Tested successfully.

Products
Majan enjoys a unique place in steel fabrication with its innovative products. The switchgear enclosures marketed under the brand name, Haven,
is the most reliable and sought-after product for the protection it provides to low /medium electrical devices. It stands as an example of the
organization's commitment in creating innovative products that conform to international safety norms. The product range of Majan is extensive
and widely acclaimed for its design excellence made possible by a combination of the best minds, machines and a sophisticated CAM/CAD design
tools. The enclosures manufactured by Majan have been successfully Ingress Protection (I.P) tested.

Products

Features of Haven Switchgear Enclosure

• Transformer marshalling boxes

• Precisely welded joints with smooth finish

• Main Distribution Boards

• Wide rainwater gutter

• Sub Main Distribution Boards

• Removable concealed hinges

• Final Distribution Boards
• Consumer boards

• Robust body with surface pretreated and powder coated – RAL
7032

• Metering Panels

• Metal groove for gaskets to ensure ingress protection

• Control Panels

• Door openable upto 120 degrees

• Feeder Pillars

• Strong die casted locks

• Relay and Control Panels

• Wide gland openings

• Form 2, Form 3 and Form 4 panels

• Mounting plate Powder coated – RAL 2000

• Aluminum and Stainless enclosures
• Capacitor banks
• 19” and Telecommunication racks
• Battery cabinets
• Control desks

Infrastructure
Majan's manufacturing unit has all the capabilities to accomplish such complex tasks as laser cutting, piercing, blanking, bending, tapping,
shaping and assembling. Process flow aided by foolproof systems and documentation ensure error-free output marked by strict adherence to
customer specifications and timely deliveries.
Another strength of Majan is a host of precision equipment for TIG, MIG and spot welding, CNC turret punch press, automatic powder coating
equipment, cutting tools and CNC press brakes that enhance the overall quality of its products.

United Electric Systems
United Electric Systems Inc. located in Allentown Pennsylvania,U.S.A., is the American venture of Musandam Group.
UNELSYS has a team of experienced power system engineers who provide total solutions for their customers in Protection and Control System.
With their extensive domain knowledge, they provide a wide range of services and products.

Products
• Protection Relays and Control Panels
• Metal enclosed Switched Capacitor banks & MV Reactors
• Power System and Substation Automation Systems
In addition to this UNELSYS also represents products manufactured with in the Musandam Group companies in the United States

Services
• Design and Engineering of Protection & Control Package.
• Fault Current Calculations & Relay Settings
• Testing & Commissioning of Protection and Automation Systems
• Replacement of Old Relays with Latest Designs with scheme modification.
• Design and Engineering of Substation Automation Systems.
• Complete Substation Design with engineering support from Ohm Energy.
Another Hallmark of United Electric Systems Inc., is the special drawing tool, ELECDES, which it also uses. This design and drafting software is a
helpful tool in building various electrical panel designs.

OHM Energy Management System Pvt. Ltd.
OHM Energy manufactures a comprehensive range of Electrical Equipment including Medium Voltage & Low Voltage Switchgear, Control &
Protection panels for vital industrial electrical installations. The panels are designed in such a way they can be installed individually or integrated
into the existing main equipment. Be it the panels or the substation automation equipment, quality and attention to details are unmistakable.
Design activity is marked by hi-tech environment and a 60 member team of engineers proficient in ACAD and such sophisticated software.

Products

Infrastructure

• MV Switchgear-Indoor
• MV Switchgear-Outdoor

OHM has a fine array of modern equipment which ensures work precision and prompt deliveries
thereby winning customer satisfaction.

• HT Panel Switchgear–Indoor

• CNC Punch Press

• Paint Booth & Powder Coating Plant

• HT Panel Switchgear-Outdoor

• CNC Press Brake – Amada

• Testing Equipment

• LT Switchgear Panel

• Welding

• Battery Charger Panel

• Pre treatment plant

• Relay & Control Panel
• 11kV. Busducts

Power Economy Electrical Engineering (P) Limited
PEEEL is a subsidiary of OHM Energy which has specialized in designing substations and intricate tasks
for industrial projects that include complete system studies including Short Circuit Analysis, Load Flow
Studies, Motor Starting Analysis and Relay Setting Calculation using ETAP Software.
All aspects of design process with the attendant documentation are handled efficiently by a team of
well-trained personnel. Battery sizing, interface engineering (cable schedule & termination charts),
equipment supplier finalization support, review of design documents from supplier are all carried out
exactly according to customer specifications.

Musandam Group

POWER ECONOMY MIDDLE EAST CO. WLL.
P.O.Box 6072, Abu Dhabi, U.A.E.
Tel : +971-(0)2-5501077
Fax : +971-(0)2-5501066
E-mail : sales@powereconomy.net
Website: www.powereconomy.net

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES EST.
P.O.Box 29327, Abu Dhabi, U.A.E.
Tel : +971-(0)2-5543843
Fax : +971-(0)2-5543379
E-mail : eseswgr@emirates.net.ae
Website: www.electricalsuppliesuae.com

AL MURAD INTERNATIONAL CO. LLC
P.O.Box 598, Al Hamriya, Postal code 131,
Muscat Governate, Sultanate of Oman.
Tel : +968 - 24595204.
Fax : +968 - 24593527
E-mail : tuami1@omantel.net.om
Website: www.almuradintl.com

MAJAN SWITCHGEAR CO. LLC.
P.O.Box: 19, Postal Code: 327
Sohar Industrial Estate, Sultanate of Oman
Tel: +968 - 26751453
Fax: +968 - 26750966
Email:majansgc@omantel.net.om
Website: www.majanswitchgear.com

UNITED ELECTRIC SYSTEMS INC
1275 Glenlivet Drive, Suite 100 Allentown,
PA 18106, USA
Tel: +1-(048)-224-3037
Fax: +1-(048)-224-2999
Email: sales@unelsys.com
Website: www.unelsys.com

OHM ENERGY MANAGEMENT SYS PVT LTD
No: 4/84Q, Sampoornam Avenue,
Arcot Road, Vadapalani, Chennai – 600026
Phone : +91-44-43578670
Fax
: +91-44-43587192
Email : sales@ohmenergysys.com
Website : www.ohmenergysys.com
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MUSANDAM ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO. LLC.
P.O.Box 4282, Abu Dhabi, U.A.E.
Tel : +971-(0)2-6424471 / 6424183
Fax : +971-(0)2-6425257
E-mail : musandam@emirates.net.ae
Website: www.meecouae.com

